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Writing Paper FOR SO LITTLE MONEY
•
300 Note Sheets Formerly 200
150 Envelopes . Formerly 100
450 Pieces ...Formerly 300
..All Printed with your
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"W DON'T see how you do it!" That's
II the gist of the flood of letters we have
received from old friends and new since announcing our new "450" Package.
We knew the "450" Package would amaze
everyone. Here's why. The ordinary box of
stationery contains 24 sheets and 24 envelopes. The "450" Package contains 300 sheets
and 150 envelopes!
Cheap paper? Not a bit of it. Finerpaper is
used in the "450" Package than in many boxes
of high priced social stationery!
And each sheet and envelope is neatly
printed with your name and address—the
smart and logical way to have your stationery
finished. It is convenient—protects your letters from loss in the mails—helps business
houses get your name accurately and lends a
neat distinction to your notes.
Two million people can't be wrong—and
two million people have sent to Peru, Indiana, for American Printed Stationery!
Try it. It's the same style note paper we have
sold for 18 years—same printed name and address --same correct size, 6 x 7—same price.
But the quantity is now 50% greater!
Send one dollar — check, bill or money order
($1.10 west of Denver and outside of U. S.). Your
package will be printed and mailed within 3 days

IT'S THE NEW
"450" PACKAGE

50% BIGGER
of the receipt of your order. Sold by mail only. No agents or dealers.
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
name
AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS Being printed with the recipient's and
a
and address, American Stationery makes a distinctly personal giftmost pleasing one. Simple, neat, fine quality, in good taste—and inexpenand mailed
sive. Make up your Christmas list at once. All orders printed
within 3 days of receipt of instructions.

700 PARK AVE., PERU, IND.
THE AMERICAN STATIONERY COMPANY,
turer ofPrinted Note Paper

Originator and World's Largest Manufac
and outside of U.S.)
of"450" Stationery to be printed as shown below.($1.10 west of Denver
box
a
for
$1.00
is
Here
Name
Address
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TO Rose students the picture on
I the cover should mean just a
little more than to most other
people. It depicts the pouring of
molten copper in the Roan Antelope Copper works in Northern
Rhodesia, at which plant Mr
James Andrews, '10, was stationed until his very recent and
untimely death.
THERE is hardly a building in
I the entire Century of Progress Exposition that does not
embody enough novel architectural features to merit attention.
Probably no other structure at
the Exposition has attracted more
notice than the Hall of Science,
the architect for which is Phillipe
Cret. One of the most striking
and unusual views of this building is shown in our frontispiece.
THIS month's lead article is a
I paper of real technical value,
on an important phase of machine
design—heat dissipation.
Its
author, Mr. Rasmussen, has
treated his subject with a clarity
that is unusual in this type of
writing and which adds greatly
to its interest.
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Designing Brakes for
Heat Dissipation
By A. C. Rasmussen,'12
HE article "Heat-Radiating,
The TECHNIC is indeed fortunate to be permitted to publish this authoraCapacity of Clutches and •
tative and carefully-prepared treatise on a real engineering problem. Mr.
Brakes" published in the
and knows whereDecember 1931 number of Rasmussen has made a special investigation of heat-dissipation
"Product Engineering" explains of he speaks. Although the subject discussed is of interesi particularly to methe method of designing clutches chanical engineers, every student can profit from a study of Mr. Rasmussen's able
and brakes for excavating ma- handling of his material.
chines of the shovel or recipro- tion of a clutch or a brake, as used on large machines therefore
cating digger type. However before said, is converted into often present more of a problem
there are many types of machines heat. As the work which is done of heat-disposal than of mechanemploying clutches and brakes by such a friction device in- ical design. In addition to limitwherein the duty cycle differs creases, a greater amount of ing the per square inch horsequite considerably from that in energy is converted into heat. power capacity to certain values,
a power shovel. For purposes of With the larger units, particcular- so as not to obtain abnormal
broader application of the meth- ly, more attention must be given temperatures on the friction surods shown in the article men- to the problem of ridding the de- face, provision also must be made
tioned, it is desirable to develop vice of this heat or trouble from to properly dissipate the heat
the more general rules and to excessive temperatures will re- that is generated and conducted
show their application.
sult and either the friction lining into the interior of the metallic
A clutch which slips while will be destroyed or the friction friction drum. Unless this heat is
bringing the speed of the driven drum will be ruined, or both re- lost into the surrounding air at a
device up to driving shaft speed sults will occur.
rate equal to or greater than the
consumes energy just as much
Since the way in which a clutch rate of generation, the whole
as a brake which would act in an or a brake functions is to convert clutch or brake structure will inopposite way to retard the speed the wasted energy into heat, it is crease in temperature until the
of the driven member. In actual quite proper to look at such a rate of dissipation balances the
practice, however, the work done device as one presenting the rate of generation. Too often the
by a brake is greater than that problem of heat-disposal.
temperature occurring at this
done by a clutch. The energy
Clutches and brakes that are point of balance is excessive and
which is consumed in the opera- used continuously and that are beyond safe limits.

T
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The emission of heat from a flanges and fins or cross support- surfaces which are at the highfriction device occurs, first, to ing walls are placed in a diagonal est temperatures and therefore
some extent as radiation to ad- position so as to cause, as the lose heat most rapidly. Otherwise
jacent parts of the structure, drum revolves, flow of air this heat must pass into the drum
second, as conduction through the through the passages so formed. structure. Clear lifting of the
contacting metallic parts of the This construction is highly effec- band from the drum also allows
structure to other parts of large tive and is necessary in certain the escape of the hot gases from
mass which can absorb consider- cases where lack of space limits under the band; these hot gases,
able heat with small temperature the drum size and a larger horse- formed by the gradual disintegrarise and, third, as convection into power load per square inch must tion of the friction material
through wear, carry off considerthe surrounding air. Fortunately be used.
such a device as is under considSupports for the friction bands able heat.
The energy absorption of a
eration is almost continuously in should be provided and they
motion and often at high speeds should be arranged to lift the brake in ft.-lbs. except for the
so that a continuous changing of band entirely free from the drum part lost by friction of the maair occurs. Without question the when not engaged. Dragging chinery elements is directly equal
greatest amount of the heat is bands are often a cause of con- to the product of the weight being
taken from the device by the air siderable power loss. Air should lowered and the distance in feet
particularly when the circulation be allowed to get to the friction
(Continued on Page 23)
is not restricted by
any way.
Many factors enter into the problem
of calculating the
assumd cx tent
necessary area to be
of radiation.
exposed to the cooling effect of the circulating air. The
condition of the surface of this area has
a considerable effect
on the rate of heat
loss. Rough, unmachined surfaces, unpainted, have a
higher rate of heat
loss than bright,
machined surfaces.
Black paints and
Fig 1 Typical Brake Drum. Radiation area considered as extending down to center-line of holes in web.
next dark colored
paints are better
than light colored
paints. As before
assumed c. -tent
said, free access of
ot ra d tailor:
air is necessary and
Paw!pockets
the structure should
for eitbler
not be enclosed in
direclion of
/8
any way. Should
rota/son.
the side supporting
t
I;
stand present a
rather solid wall
along one side, then
large unobstructed
'X
openings should be
provided under the
1111
friction drum so
N..
that as the heated
air rises from the
drum, cool air can
flow in from underneath. Some drums
are provided with
Fig. 2. Typical Cone Clutch Radiation area considered as extending down to center-line of holes in web
crossing air chanShaded surfaces in above sketches indicate radiation area.
nels underneath the
The Rose Technic
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Rose at Camp Custer
By Ed Withers, e.e., '33
IRST call. A few faint notes
from a bugle at 5:40 A. M.
disturbed the peaceful and
quiet air around Camp Custer
and a new day had begun for
Rose men. Most of us closed our
ears to the bugle notes and rolled
over to get a few more precious
moments of sleep. Then all was
quiet again except for a few
energetic cadets and the guards
sleepily walking their posts.
At 5:50 A. M., ten minutes
later, our sleep was again disturbed by the discharge of a large
field artillery gun and the blare
of the bugle which sounded
"march". This was a gentle reminder that we had only ten minutes to get dressed and fall in for
reveille.
The camp now became a very
lively place as each fellow cursing
his leggings, bustled to get in
complete uniform by the time the
first sergeant blew his whistle
to fall in. After reveille and roll
call we were dismissed to make
up our bunks and get ready for
mess call at 6:30 A. M. Such is
the early morning routine of the
cadet.

F

Routine Duties on First Day
The first day was given over
to the physical examination and
the issuing of uniforms and
equipment. 'Then the next thing
on the program was the task of
getting the tents fixed up. Bunks
had to be arranged, clothing racks
made and set up, mosquito bars
put in place, rifles cleaned and
various other things done.
The first week of Camp was
devoted to lectures on hygiene
and camp sanitation and instruction on how to use the rifle. The
folowing week everyone went
out to the rifle range and practiced and then shot for record.
After the trials were over, it was
found that Rose had qualified
twelve men, one as expert, three
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as sharpshooters, and eight as
marksmen. Rose qualified 80% of
her men, while the entire company qualified
After that came a course in
equitation or horsemanship, and,
because of the fact that some of
us didn't get in from our fourth
of July leave till 4:00 A. M., we
didn't enjoy that very much.
Mounted drill was held in the
afternoon and pistol practice in
the morning, which was a good
thing for the cadets. This mounted drill was on army horses,
which are as stubborn and smart
as only army horses can be.
These afternoons were made up
of fun and pains for the men
and playfulness for the horses,
which took advantage of the poor
unskilled riders and played the
pranks they can't get by with
while carrying the regular cavalrymen.

Rose Men Expert with
Pistol
The pistol shooting, for record, was also completed the second week and it was found that
the Rose men had qualified 100%.
Of the fifteen Rose cadets, four
qualified as experts, one as sharpshooter, and ten as marksmen.
Rose cadets again demonstrated
their superiority because the company qualified only 82.5%. In
both rifle and pistol practice the
engineer company qualified a
higher percentage of men than
any other company at the camp.
After the second week in camp,
the time was devoted to training.
in pontoon bridges, chemical
warfare, theory and use of demolitions and explosives, barbed
wire entanglements, trestl e
bridges, close order drill, combat
principles, making up of full
packs, pitching pup tents, and,
last of all, the overnight hike.
The camp schedule was closed
with an overnight hike and a trip

to the Kellogg's Cereal factory.
Although our destination for the
overnight hike was Eagle Lake,
only two miles from camp, we
walked twelve long miles over a
roundabout way to the lake.
The cadets soon learned to
jump out of bed and into their
clothes at the first sound of the
bugle, but how those cadet first
sergeants's whistles were abused!
It seemed as though you could
hear a whistle blowing, for some
reason or another, every minute
of the day. The most comical
thing was to watch a cadet who
was trying to wrap his leggins
after the whistle for formation
had blown. Those leggins were
the cause of many a good man
losing his temper.
There were three times a day,
however, when the sound of the
whistle was music to our ears.
That was when the whistle callea
to mess, and all eagerly awaited
it. The company would form and
file into the mess hall where, at
the command "seats" there would
commence a battle second oniyto those of the World War. The
engineers ate in the same mess
hall as did the infantry company
from Culver Military Academy
and of course the younger bunch
took a lot of razzing.
Kitchen police and guard duty
broke up the regular routine of
camp life. K. P. duty was had
by all but some were given an
overdose for various minor infringements of camp laws. It
began at 6:00 A M. and lasted
till 7:00 P. M. Peeling potatoes
and onions, cleaning canteloups,
and washing dishes for 125 hungry cadets is no job to be envied.
Guard duty was taken care of by
twenty-four hour shifts and during that time no one was allowed
to take off his clothes. The officers
of the guard didn't have much to
do but sit around the tents and
(Continued on Page 26)
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Color Photography
By Richard K. Toner, ch., e., '32
•
AN has always been fascinated by color. The
aesthetic appreciation of
vivid hues was one of the
simple delights of the primitive
man. It was only natural, therefore, that as soon as photography
became something more than a
scientific curiosity, men began to
seek for some method of reproducing the photographed object
in natural color. The motive
which prompted this desire was
probably artistic. However, the
present era of science has converted color into a utility tradeable for knowledge. The astronomer studying star spectra, the
botanist and biologist studying
life, the physician and surgeon
studying skin deseases and the
like—all these men and many
more have benefitted by natural
color photography.
And now an electrical engineer
at the General Electric laboratories has employed color plates
in the photographing of a million
volt arc in order to study the
color results of the experiment.
Natural color photography has
lost none of its artistic value, but
because of its increasing use in
the scientific field, it is especially
valuable for us to know something of the general principles involved in reproducing a scene in
natural color.

photographs of a colort,d ribbon
through red, green, and blue
solutions (red solution—ferric
sulfocyanide ; green solution—
cupric chloride ; blue solution—
ammoniacal solution of copper
sulfate) and by means of a triple
projector superimposed the images of these photographs projected through their respective
colored solutions (adding a fourth
image projected through yellow)
upon a white screen. The result
was an imperfect but nevertheless natural color picture of the
original. Thus was formulated
the fundamental theory upon
which all further work was based
long before the process became
practical.

tury passed before it became
practical.
In 1902, Miethe and Traube of
Berlin found that ethyl red, an
isocyanine dye, gave the emulsion
a strong sensitiveness to the
orange range of the spectrum.
The red end yielded to Homolka
of the Hoechst Dye Works in
1905 when he discovered pinacyanol, a dye of structure similar
to ethyl red but sensitizing very
powerfully throughout the red.
The discovery of dicyanine
(now replaced by kryptocyanine) made possible the photography of the extreme red, while
a new sensitizer, neocyanine,
carries the reproduction to the
near infra-red. Very recently
infra-red or heat photography
The Problems
has been achieved. These plates
must be kept on dry ice to preIn the reproduction of color, as vent fogging. Some were successof sound, there are certain things fully exposed at the recent solar
that must be kept in mind. Al! eclipse.
the impressions have to be reproOrdinary plates sensitized with
duced faithfully in their relative
bodies, such as parafluorescent
depth and intensity. The photosuitable for ultraare
oil,
ffin
graphic emulsions used in the
So the probphotography.
violet
time of J. Clerk Maxwell (1831of
fidelity
lem
of
reproduction
1879) did not fulfill these condiwas solved with the introduction
tion. The silver halides, which
the panchromatic plate, as it
of
are the basis of all emulsions, are
is
called.
See figure 1.
sensitive only to blue, violet, and
ultra violet and reproduce all
The Additive Process
other colors of the spectrum as
dark greys or blacks.
The processes of color photoSynthetic organic chemistry graphy may be conveniently disolved the problem. Certain dyes vided into two classes, the addiEarly History
have the power of absorbing cer- tive and the subtractive.
In the additive process the
It was not until 1861 that any tain portions of the spectrum.
scientific principle ,,vas laid do wn Figure 2 illustrates the light- colored result is obtained by
on which in ventors -ould build, transmission power of a green starting with a screen upon
In that year J. Clerk Maxwell filter. All other colors are ab- which no light is falling and addproposed the theory tt'at in the sorbed, and green of wavelength ing the colors necessary to proeye there are three sas of color - 460 mu. (mu is a millionth of a duce the picture. The original
carrying ner-es. One set carrie3 millimeter) is transmitted most experiment of Maxwell is an exonly the impressions of blue- easily. If the dye, erythorsine is ample of this process. For many
violet, another of green, and the added to the emulsion, it becomes years a three-color taking camera
third of red. He asserted that all sensitive to the greens and yel- in conjunction with a triple prothe myriads of colors to which lows. Film thus treated is known jection lantern was employed in
our eyes are sensitive are pro- as orthochromatic. The introduc- producing natural color photoduced by varying proportions of tion of color sensitizing by Vogel graphs as lantern slide pictures.
Eight years after Maxwell's
the thi ee principle impressions. in 1873 made color photography
To illustrate his theory he took possible, but a quarter of a cen- demonstration Ducros Du Hau-

m
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ron in a French publication made
a suggestion which finally led to
the development of the screen
plate process, which is the most
important application of the additive process.
If a glass plate is covered with
a multitude of tiny colored filters
and a sensitive emulsion is
mounted on this, then on exposure the light must pass through
each filter with a result equivalent
to that which Maxwell obtained,
multiplied many million times.
When manipulated in a manner
we shall discuss presently, the
screen may be viewed by transmitted light, reproducing the
photographed object in practically perfect natural color. Although
the photograph is literally broken up into a million pieces the
individual pieces are to small to
be perceived by the unaided eye.
Professor Joly of Dublin made
the first known filter screen in
1892 by ruling glass with colored
inks.
We now come to the Autochrome process which, because of
its great success as a commercial
product as well as its importance
to the theory of color photography will be discussed in some
detail.
The complete plate consists essentially of two units. The glass
plate is first coated with a sticky
substratum which serves as a
base for the tri-color screen. Minute potato starch grains ten to
fifteen one-hundredths of a millimeter in diameter are stained by
red, green, and blue-violet dyes,
and a mixture in the ratio four
green to three red to two blueviolet is dusted over the substratum, the interstices being filled
with black powder. The whole
plate is then rolled under pressure. Over this color screen is
spread a thin varnish to isolate
the filters from the delicately sensitive panchromatic emulsion
which when added completes the
plate.
The plate is exposed with
glass side toward the lens so that
the light will pass through the
filter before it reaches the emulsion.
The Rose Technic

Manipulation

The plate is then rinsed briefly
and placed in a reversing solution
which is made up as follows:
Water
1000 cc
Potassium
bichromate
20 grams
Sulfuric acid C P
10 cc
Reversal is carried out in
bright daylight or under strong
artificial light. The reactions
which take place may be understood by reference to figure 2.
After development, if we hold
the plate to the light, transmission will occur through the red
and green filters but will be
stopped by the reduced silver behind the blue filter. (Diagram C)
rhe reversing chemicals attad
and dissolve the metallic silver,
and while this is occurring the
light to which the plate is now
exposed is effecting the reduction
of the unreduced silver.(See diagram C). After the plate is completely cleared it is redeveloped
in the original solution for three
or four minutes. Let us now hold
the plate in front of a light. The
reduced silver prevents green and
red light from being transmitted
(diagram D). However, there is
nothing to prevent the transmission of blue, that silver having
been dissolved, so the whole plate
appears blue. In other words,
we have a color transparency—a
natural color photograph of the
sky. The entire process of development can be easily accomplished in fifteen minutes, and

If the reader will follow figure
2 the physico-chemical explanation of the process will be simplified.
Diagram A shows the setup of
the camera and film. Since even
after sensitizing, the emulsion
still shows a greater sensitivity
toward blue and violet, a yellow
compensating filter F is placed
either in front of, in back of, or
in between the lenes L in order to
slow down the action of the blueviolet rays. Focusing should always be done with the filter in
place. A is the glass plate B diagrammatically illustrates the filter units and C is the emulsion.
For simplicity let us suppose
that we are photographing a single color such as a blue sky. The
blue light falls on the filter (diagram B) and being absorbed
the red and green filters does not
affect the emulsion behind them.
The blue filter, however, permits
the passage of the light to the
sensitive emulsion as shown. A
developing solution is now made
up as follows.
Distilled water
1000 c.c.
15 grams
Metoquinone
Anhydrous sodium sulfite
100 grams
Ammonia 920 (22°
32 cc
Baume)
Potassium bromide..16 grams
The metoquinone powder should
be dissolved in two-thirds of the
water, previously heated to
boiling. After it is dissolved, the other chemicals
are dissolved in the order
given, the remaining water
being added cold just before the ammonia.
For use 20 cc of the
stock solution is diluted
with 80 cc water. The plate
is then developed as in
ordinary photography, except that special precautions must be taken to keep
the temperature at about
65° F and to develop fol
RED
INFRA
GREEN
BLUE
ULTRA
the time specified on the
RED
I
VIOLET
VIOLET
plates. Unless the plate has
700
600
500
400
been desensitized, the operation must be carried out
in darkness, so sensitive is
Fig. 1. Wedge Spectrograms of Ordinary, Orthochromatic, and Panchromatic Films
the emulsion.
Page 9

the results are exceptionally fine.
This process is universally used
by amateurs as well as by professionals because of its ease of
manipulation. The Agfa plate, introduced in 1923 is nearly the
same as the Autochrome process
with the exception that the color
grains are dyed particles of gum
arabic rolled out in collodion.
In 1930 an important commercial process, known as the
Finlay process, was introduced in
England. Technically it is similar
to the above process, but the two
units are separate instead of combined. thus permitting the same
color screen to be used for an
unlimited number of pictures. If
the plate is spoiled
the filter plate is not.
A similar filter plate,
L.
called a viewing
conscreen, held in
junction with the photograph shows the A
plate in natural color.
The ability to do this
lies in the fact that
the filter is a series of
tiny squares identically alike for each color
screen. The greatest
advantages commercially are: (1) faster
exposure—up to 1,150
second at F:4.5 ; (2)
blockout screens are
provided which may
be used to prepare
cuts for color lithographing. The two-in-one plate,
however, has the advantage of
simplicity and ease of operation.

(3) The colors used must be
the purest possible without overlap in the spectrum. The red
filter should be r590 upward ; the
green filter from r590-r490; and
the blue filter from r500 down to
the violet.
(4) The relative area occupied by each color unit must be
so arranged that the plate appears a neutral color.
(5) The emulsion must be
thin so as not to prolong exposure. In addition, it must be
sensitized so that the action of
red and green are equal. The
blues may then be compensated
for by a yellow filter. This filter
must be so designed that all

suitable. It must be understood
that in referring to the additive
process we are taking as an example one case, the screen-plate
process, the only important one.
Each manufacturer has his own
formulae and directions and the
author has tried to present those
features common to all. In spite
of its many drawbacks, the additive process enjoys great popularity, probably because it not
only is easy to manipulate but also is the most faithful method of
natural color reproduction.

The Subtractive Process

Just as the additive process
was explained as starting with a
dark screen and adding the colors to it, the
subtractive process
may be explained by
starting with a screen
on which white light is
falling and by removing or subtracting
certain components of
this light thus making
the remaining components visible. This
s.
is the way color in
nature is formed. A
green tree, for example, will absorb from
the white sunlight the
red and blue-violet
portions, leaving only
green to be reflected.
The artist succeeds in
Fig. 2. Diagrams Showing Use or Screen Plate.
painting a picture by
his
pigments so that they
equal
mixingwith
colors will act
will
absorb
certain portions of
rapidity.
the spectrum and reflect others.
Limitations of the AddiFigure 3 admirably illustrates
color
rendering by the subtractive
Requirements of a Screen
tive Process
process.
(i) The units must be small The additive process is suitable
In working this process three
enough to be invisible even upon only for transparencies. No satisconsiderable magnification, but factory printing process has been negatives (sometimes four in
if they are too small the resolving developed along these lines. In photo-engraving) are made. These
power of the emulsion, fine as it motion picture work the additive are printed in colored dyes acis, will not be great enough and process is not used, although a cording to the following scheme.
the images will overlap. The process now successful in home The reader will remember that
limits are 1/300 to 1/600 inch movies developed by Eastman in a negative the colors are rediameter for regular plates. For Kodak Company may some day versed—black is white, etc. Picirregular plates the limits can not be practical. The exposure is tures taken through the red filter
be more than one-third these lengthened approximately thirty are printed on gelatine dyed bluelimits because of clumping, each times over that required for or- green. Pictures taken through
clump averaging about ten times dinary film. Because of the thin the green filter are printed on
emulsion great contrasts are not gelatine dyed magenta. Pictures
a single grain.
any,
possible. These last two limita- taken through the blue filter are
if
interstices,
The
(2)
must be filled in with a black tions cut down the number of sub- printed on gelatine dyed yellow.
If before exposure the gelatine
jects for which this process is
pigment.
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has been soaked in potassium employed. The subtractive meth- and fashion scenes in which reds,
bichromate, it will be found that od of producing a three-color oranges, and greens predominate,
on subjection to hot water the photograph is very difficult to the two-color process is also capgelatine exposed to the action of manipulate and the results, while able of yielding good results. It
light has become insoluble. If all often pleasing, are not as gener- is, however, unsuitable for landthree prints are treated with hot ally satisfying as the results ob- scapes or other scenes where
there is an excess of blue-green,
water to dissolve the unexposed tained by the additive process.
Because of the difficulties pre- blue and violet. For clinical
gelatine and are then superimposed and cemented in register, a sented in the three-color subtrac- photography and photomicrovery good natural color photo- tive method, attempts have been graphy, the two-color subtractive
graph is obtained. It is difficult made to perfect a two-color pro- process finds useful application.
to obtain good registration, and, cess. Obviously, perfect results Conclusion
It will be impossible to go
moreover, the making of the can never be obtained by this
three different negatives presents method, but satisfactory results further into this interesting scidifficulties. In addition, the dye- are obtainable. When one realizes ence of color photography, being of the gelatine reliefs, so as that all commercial color motion cause of lack of space.
We are accustomed to associate
to get them printed alike, is diffi- pictures are the results of this
cult. The result is that the pro- process, the truth of this state- the word photograph with a posicess is not a commercial success. ment will be realized. Techni- tive print. Except for the photoengraving process deThe theory upon which it
GREEN LAYER WHICH ABSORBS
scribed,
this phase has not
is based, however, is the 1111 I 1 1 MAGENTA OR MINUS
GREEN LIGHT
been discussed as it is of
same for the commercially
YELLOW OR MINUS BLUE LAYER WHICH ABSORBS
BLUE LIGHT
more interest to the artist
successful operations.
BLUE GREEN OR MINUS RED LAYER WHICH ABSORBS
RED LIGHT
than to the scientist to
The largest single appliwhom the color transparencation of color photography
cies
in the form of lantern
is in the making of threeslides
or motion pictures
color reproductions in books
are
vastly
more inportant.
and magazines by photoThere
are,
however,
numermechanical methods. Since
ous methods of printing in
printing is carried out on
colors, all being products of
white paper, a fourth color,
the subtractive process.
black, must be printed in
addition to the usual three
The word "plate" has
WHITE LIGHT
colors. The four colors are
been used throughout this
separated by photographarticle, but celluloid film
ing through four color
may be prepared in a manfilters, each filter being
ner similar to preparation
complimentary to the color
of a plate. However, except
11
to be separated (a yellow
for motion picture work,
filter is used for the black
plates are used almost en. 1 ::
printer). The prints are
tirely.
made on copper plates and
It is hoped that enough
the plates engraved. Then
information has been given
MAGENTA BLUE BLACK RED YELLOW GREEN BLUEGREEN
the prints (one for each
to interest the reader in
LIGHT LIGHT
LIGHT LIGHT LIGHT LIGHT
block or color) are supernatural color photography.
Fig. 3. Diagram Showing Rendering of Colors by the
imposed—black, on blue,
For further and more deThree-Color Subtractive Process.
on red, on yellow. The retailed information the ausult is familiar to us as a colored color, Multicolor, and the like are thor recommends the articles
illustration. If Finlay plates are all examples of the two-color sub- which supplied the information
used the copper plates may be tractive process. In the additive here given. The author also wishprepared by the use of block-out process, in order to get pure es to express his appreciation to
screens provided by the Finlay white and black the colors must the Eastman Kodak Company for
process. Finlay plates illustrate be exactly complimentary. How- their assistance in supplying maa combination of both processes, ever, in the subtractive process, terial and illustrations.
the additive process for taking white may be obtained by omitthe photograph and the subtrac- ting all color and black by using Bibliography
tive process for reproducing it.
two approximately complement- Encyclopedia Britannica, 14th
14--Rose Technic
ary colors full strength. The
Edition (1929), Vol. 17, pages
range of usable colors is thus
795, 801, 805, 814, 816-819
Limitations of the Subtract- greatly extended. The two-color Matthews, G. E., Principles and
process is admirably adapted for
ive Process
Processes of Photography in
portraiture
where no blues occur.
In order to get perfect color
Natural Colors, American Anrendering, three colors must be In photographing certain flowers
nual of Photography, 1930
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conversation. Distance was elimi- of friends one makes, or at least
nated as a factor. Modern indus- on the degree of cultivation of
trial expansion w as made these friendships.
FTER man's immediate possible.
A differentiation must be made
physical needs, food and
It almost seems that communi- between one who forms a few
shelter, a r e provided, cation is the most vital
ability deep, sincere friendships and
what is his next most man possesses, even more
vital really gains something by these
important requirement? A little than the actual power to think. relationships, and one who is a
consideration leads to the answer, If every man had to think out for jovial acquaintance to everyone
communication Some means of himself everything he did, and in general and no one in partictransmitting his thoughts and re- had to carry out personally every ular. Schopenhauer has said,
ceiving those of others was neces- idea he had, we would live a very "As a rule, a man is sociable just
sary as soon as his ability to peculiar and inferior existence. in the degree which he is intelthink at all developed. Nature The importance of communica- lectually poor and generally vultook care of the problem, first tion engineering is almost in- gar." Discounting this quite
by furnishing an organ which comprehensible.
strongly because of Schopencould produce a great many difhauer's extreme pessimism and
ferent sounds, and man's ingenu- Friends
introversion, there still remains
ity devised a code wherein certain
much truth. The term "sociable"
A college student's primary can better be construed to mean
sounds would represent certain
thoughts. Thus speaking arose purpose is to achieve a so-called the second type above than the
education, specifically a collection ordinary sense of the word. A
as a means of communication.
A vast advance was made when of facts and principles. While he few good friends will give much
writing was developed. No longer is accomplishing this, however, more satisfaction than a whole
did the time and place of two he is in continuous contact with army of acquaintances.
In as broad a cross-section of
people need to coincide to trans- people, both formally and informand
new
ally,
makes
friends
and
sacriwas
as a college affords, it is
Something
people
idea.
mit an
ficed, though, in the way of time acquaintances. This aspect of a to be expected that common inrequired for an interchange. complete education is worthy of terests, backgrounds, and characteristics will form cliques
Stages, the pony express, rail- examination.
Some discrimination is ob- among the students. Most of
roads, and airplanes have all been
steps in reducing this time, but viously necessary. One must have them would not care to be close
a large part of his time to him- friends with everyone else, yet
they canot eliminate it entirely.
Then came science with the self for actual study, and one that seems to be the ideal of one
telephone, and radio, and the ad- should want another large por- type of person.
After all, our own existence is
vance was immeasurable. Time tion for reading and real thought.
the
most important thing in life
limit
a
imposes
This
time
factor
more
little
was reduced to only a
We must be able to exist
us.
to
number
the
from
on
the
first
very
direct
for
than that required

Communication

A
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independently, mentally speaking.
Being alone with one's thoughts;
should have no horrors, but many
of the cases of extreme sociability are caused by that very fact
they are afraid, or better said,
incompetent to be alone with
themselves.
This is not a plea for absolute
solitude or seclusion, but it is a
claim that a few firm friends and
a very intimate acquaintance
with one's self produce much
more satisfaction and happiness
than a continual dashing about
with anyone who will dash, too.

Science in Advertising
The tone of conviction which
scientific data add to an advertisement directed to the general
public is often to be deplored. An
idealized picture of a chemist,
physician, or engineer, a tabulation of figures, and a technical
wording have been found extremely effective in attracting.
attention. The layman, usually
not understanding the actual
facts, is awed by their presentation, and too often is convinced.
Of course the wording is such
that the conclusion could be understood by even a moron, since
the company is not in business
primarily to promulgate scientific,.
facts.
If these facts are legitimate
and the conclusions not preconceived and worked into the data.
no harm is done to anyone. All
too often, though, the experiments are started for the purpose
of proving certain points, and it
is not difficult to slight unfavorable results, stress favorable ones
and establish the desired conclusion.
In the latter case science is in
danger of being discredited. It
is easy to imagine each of two
competing manufacturers proving the absolute superiority of
his product by the same series of
tests. The thinking layman ..1:)
bound to have his opinion of the
science lowered. Again, products
which are known to be worthless,
or at least of less value than
claimed, either by direct experience or by unbiased reports can
be proved absolutely necessary to
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life, liberty, and the pursuit of all the advice given about the
happiness.
value of good reports, feels that
Such seemingly unbiased and he knows it all anyway and that
sportsmanlike tactics as "tests it is addressed to those who could
conducted by two leading scien- not write good ones even if they
tists in a great university", and so desired, and continues to write
"other leading brands A, B, and the bare minimum. We confess
C," are always used. Yet if the to exactly this alibi ourselves in
particular product were as su- most cases.
perior as the tests indicate the
The second reason is the very
competitors would already be out true claim that insufficient time
of business.
can be found to do the work
Most of the discredit usually justice. With the engineering
falls on the advertiser, but it is curriculum as full as it must be,
not fair to legitimate scientific this has a great deal of weight,
research to endanger its name by but does not justify all the slightcomparison with these doubtful ing that is done.
The last reason, which we becounterparts.
lieve applies in a surprisingly
few cases, is actual inability to
Reports
coherent, unified and comLaboratory and class reports write a
of facts. If literary
plete
set
are usually the bane of the underinteresting sidelights, or
style,
graduate's existence. The actual
work is done without too much artistic drawings were requireci
protest, but when it is time to it is evident, that many could not
write the report a howl is heard. meet the most liberal requireWhy should this be? From his ments ; but any student who can
first introduction to laboratory claim to be capable of any sor t
work the student has had the im- of college work can narrate a
portance of the reports repeated- series of procedures, copy data,
ly stressed, not only regarding and make the necessary computathe particular course, but in later tions and comments.
The teaching usually given in
engineering work. Still he balks.
the technique of writing reports
Probably one of the primary
attempts to eliminate this third
reasons is that everyone feels he
reason for poor reports. The
could write as good a report as
greater importance of the first
anyone else, if it were really nectwo points explains the lack of
essary, but since in laboratory
positive results achieved in such
work he can get by with less
courses.
effort he does so He listens to
J. D. McN.
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ALUMNI
Edited by Richard K. Toner
ch. e., '34

•
REETINGS! With this
issue we are inaugurating
a new editorial policy.
Each month we will present a
short biography of some outstanding Rose graduate. Obviously, it will be impossible to include all those men worthy of
such a review, but it is hoped
that succeeding editors will continue this practice. The purpose
of this policy is twofold : First,
we want to show our appreciation to all Rose alumni, who have
by their efforts helped place Rose
in an enviable position among
engineering schools. To them we
dedicate these biographies. In the
second place, we want to hold
up to the men now in school striking examples of what has been
accomplished by others with such
training as they themselves are
now receiving, plus a lot of hard
work on the part of the individual. We hope every Rose student
will read these reviews and strive
to attain the distinction that these
men have attained.
Now just a word to the alumni.
This is your column, written to
you, about you, and for you. Why
not let us know what you are doing, what you think of current
happenings in the engineering
and scientific world ? Just address
the editor in care of the school.
We hope to hear from you soon.

G

Obituary
Edgar E. Larkins, who
graduated as a Civil
Engineer from Rose
in 1905, died May 18. In addition
to his B. S. degree, he obtained
his M.S. in 1908 and his C.E. in

'05
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1910. Mr. Larkins was superin- able to sit up in bed a short time
tendent of the R. H. Baker Co., each day and to talk briefly with
Inc., New York, New York.
friends. We are all glad that he
Robert T. Mathew was is improving and sincerely hope
he may be with us again soon.
electrocuted
at his
home in
Marshall,
Alonzo J. Hammond
Illinois, October 6 by a self-made
graduated from Rose
electrical apparatus designed to
in 1889 as a Civil Engive health treatments. Accord- gineer. He was the Heminway
ing to his father, it seems that Medal man. Five years later he
he tried to take one of the treat- obtained an M.S. degree, which
ments too soon after bathing, his was followed in 1898 with a C.E.
moist skin providing good con- Now he is a candidate for the
tact with the copper wires highest honor that can be conwrapped around his body. Ad- ferred upon a Civil Engineer. The
vanced military students from Board of Direction of the AmerRose were pall-bearers at the ican Society of Civil Engineers
funeral.
unanimously
nominated
Mr.
Hammond for presidency of the
society for 1933. This is indeed
an honor, and we congratulate
Here and There with the
Mr. Hammond. In addition to his
Grads
position of Consulting Engineer
When the faculty and in Chicago, Mr. Hammond is
students returned in president of the Rose Alumni AsSeptember we w er e sociation, and is a member of the
all grieved to learn that Pro- Rose Board of Managers.
fessor Peddle was very ill and
Milton Oglesby is now
could not return to his work.
a farmer at Clarksville,
Since about August 1 he has been
Tenn. He was special
confined to his bed. He has, how- representative, Bureau of Exploever, shown considerable im- sives, American Railway Assoprovement and at this writing is ciation, New York City.
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H. E. Wiedemann has
been elected Chairman
of the Midwest Region
of the American Chemical Society.
The Registrar reports that for
many years there was no record
of the whereabouts of Wallace D.
Bowie of the class of '03. It is
now reported that he is superintendent of the Juanita Coal Company, Bowie, Colorado.
J. E. Daily has become general manager
of the Steubenville
Works of the Wheeling Steel Corporation. It is appropriate at this
time to review Mr. Daily's career
since his graduation from Rose
in 1905 as a Mechanical Engineer. He began his career in the
steel industry in 1907 with the
Carnegie Steel Company at
Youngstown. Later he went to
the Briar Hill Steel Company as
assistant to the manager in
charge of plant construction, and
later still he served as superintendent of the open hearth department of this plant for several
years. With this experience as a
background he became identified
with the Youngstown Iron and
Steel Company as general superintendent. His next position was
in the same capacity, but this
time with United Alloy, Canton,
Ohio. For the last seven years
he has been connected with the
Timken Steel & Tube Company
in Canton as vice-president in
charge of operations. This plant,
engaged in the manufacture of all
alloy steels is known as the finest
in the world. During the last
three months he has been identified with the Wheeling Steel Corporation in a consulting capacity.
Mr. Daily accepted his present
position after the resignation of
the former general manager.
Daniel Howard, '18, is
Assistant Division Engineer on the Pennsylvania Railroad with headquarters
at Harrisburg. Mr. Howard was
formerly located in Pittsburgh.
Harry Bierbaum is
planning to take some
work in the Graduate
School of the University of
Southern California.

'03

'05

'18

'20

(Continued on Page 17)
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William
Shalicross
Speed
A Biographette
Not every man has a town
named after him, but if one
were to travel north from Louisville, Kentucky on U.S. 31 about
eleven miles, one would come upon the little town of Speed,
Indiana. It is a clean town with
contented citizenry, but, what is
more important, it is the home
of a modern plant of the Louisville Cement Company. It is just
the kind of a town that one would
expect to be named for the
famous Speed family.
When on September 10, 1873
William Shallcross Speed was
born to James B. and Cora Coffin
Speed, he became a member of a
family with high ideals and traditions of accomplishments.
William Speed, the third child
of his parents, was first educated
in the city of his birth, Louisville,
Kentucky. He received his elementary education in the public
schools and the Louisville Male
High School. His natural inclination toward engineering led him
to leave Louisville and enter Rose
Polytechnic Institute. He graduated from Rose in 1895 with a
B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering.
For the next few years he combined business with education.
He accepted a position with the
Louisville Cement Company under his father, at the same time
continuing his engineering study.
In 1897 he received his M.S. degree from Rose and t-.7v,, years
later Rose was pleased to award
him his degree of Mechanical Engineer. He thus had an exceptional foundation for his life
ork.
In 1901 he was elected a director of the company. He became vice-president in three

years. Upon his father's death in
1912 he was elected president of
the Louisville Cement Company,
a position which he still holds.
Under his management the
activities of the company have
steadily progressed, and the capacity of all plants has been increased constantly. Recently, a
new plant was erected in I•h.).v,
York State.
Most men would have considered this work a sufficient contribution to the work of the
world. However, a glance at the
important offices which Mr. Speed
holds bears testimony to the wide
scope of his activity. He is president of the Black Star Coal Company, the Pioneer Coal Company,
the Beaver Dam Coal Company,
and the North Jellico Company.
He is vice-president of the Jellico
Coal Company of Atlanta,
Georgia, and holds the same position with the Byrne and Speed
Coal Company. In addition to
these activities Mr. Speed is a
director of B. F. Avery and Sons
Company, Louisville Cotton Mills
Company, Mengel Company, and
Louisville Railway Company. He
is also a member of the executive
Committee of the Louisville Railway Company.
On November 16, 1904, Mr.
Speed was married to Miss Virginia Perrin, of California. They
have two daughters—Alice Helen,
(Continued on Page 23)
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Research and
Progress
Edited 6y Robert H. Swoboda, ch. e. '33
Largest Diesel Engine
EN years ago it was widely
assumed that the oil engine
would never be able to compete with a steam plant in
the production of high power outputs. Engineers made such assumptions on the basis that a
diesel engine did not lend itself
to manufacture in high output
units, and that the cost of such an
engine would be much greater
than a corresponding steam
plant. Both of these reasons
were very well founded and widely accepted in Europe as well as
in this country.

T

Diesels of 7,000 b.hp. used in
Vernon, California, are America's
largest. These are small in comparison to the 15,000 b.hp. diesel
engines used in the Hamburg
Power Station, Germany, to take
care of peak loads in the city
power consumption. However, a
new diesel engine in the power
station of the city of Copenhagen
exceeds all of these in size. It
is the great 22,500 b.hp. engine
manufactured by the Burmeister
and Wain Company, pioneer diesel engine designers and builders.
When the extension of the
Copenhagen power plant was
considered two years ago, it was
tentatively decided that this new
central station was to be entirely
diesel powered. After further
investigation, however, it was
finally decided to install turbine
power, with a diesel engine unit
to supply the peak load. The
specifications of the diesel generating unit called for a 15,000
kw. alternator, coupled to an
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engine having a normal output
of 21,000 b.hp. with the maximum
continuous development of 22,500 b.hp. This unit was built and
installed in a building adjoining
the steam plant with ample space
provided for the erection of additional units as they became
necessary.
The new giant engine of 22,500
b.hp. is built on the double-acting
two-stroke-cycle principle and
has a guaranteed fuel consumption of 0.55 lb. per kw-hr. at a
normal load of 15,000 kw. The
maximum efficiency is at a 12,000
kw. load when the fuel consumption is guaranteed not to excceed
0.53 lb. per kw-hr.
The engine differs greatly in
construction from other diesels of
its class. The scavenging ports
are at the center, while the exhaust gases are discharged
through piston plug valves at the
top and annular valves about the
piston rod at the bottom of the
cylinder. The mean effective
pressures permissible are much
higher than those in two-stroke
double-acting engines. The average m.e.p. is 106 lb. per square
inch referred to the indicated
power.
The engine is one of the solid
injection type, fuel under a pressure of 6,000 lb. per square inch
being injected through six atomizing valves, three at the top
and three at the bottom of each
cylinder. Two fuel pumps for
each cylinder powered from the
cam shaft are used. One pump
supplies oil for the upper three
valves and the other for the lower
three.

Power Plant---City of Copenhagen

The over-all length of the engine is about 65 ft., and the
height 35 ft. The eight cylinders
have diameters of 33 inches and
the piston stroke is 59 inches.
Speed is 115 r.p.m.
The manufacturers of the engine are very pleased with its
performance, cost, and efficiency
and they claim that, if all costs
are taken into consideration, including the building in which it is
housed, this alternator unit can
be constructed more cheaply than
a corresponding turbine and boiler plant. To back up this claim,
they have now put forward plans
for the construction of a diesel
driven alternator of 30,000 kw.
using an engine of over 40,000
b.hp. with twelve cylinders running at a speed of 187 r.p.m.

Three Dimensional X-Ray
The X-ray has proved to be an
inestimable boon to the design
and testing of engineering structures. Rapid strides have been
made in this X-ray study and the
latest great accomplishment has
been the invention of an X-ray
stereofluoroscope by Drs. J. W.
DuMond and W. A. Hoyt of the
California Institute of Technology.
This machine consists of two
X-ray sources separated by a distance equal to the space between
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the two human eyes, which flash
X-rays alternately 60 times a second. These flashes cast alternate
shadows on a fluorescent screen
and are viewed through a syncronous optical shutter so arranged that each eye sees the only
series of shadows cast by its own
X-ray source and none of those
shadows from the other source.
The two alternate sets of shadows
seen separately, one set by each
eye blend into a three-dimensional stereoscopic image.
A three-dimensional object can
be put in front of the fluorescent
screen and formed into a, "lifesized ghost," on which calipers
can be used and direct measurements made to an accuracy of less
than a millimeter.
Since the ordinary X-ray image has done so much for progress in design work, it is difficult to foretell just to what
extent the three dimensional
X-ray image will take part in
engineering development.

New Mooring Mast
A new portable telescopic dirigible mooring mast has just been
installed at the Lakehurst station
of the United States Navy. This
mast supplants the portable mast
introduced exactly one year ago,
and represents a distinct advance
over its predecessor.
The new mast is capable of
mooring a ship at a maximum
height of 160 ft. and a minimum
height of 75 ft. It is a structural
steel pyramid with a square base
80 ft. on a side, carried on four
four-wheel standard-gage railway trucks running on tracks and
so arranged with compensating
driving motors that it is capable
of rounding curves. The telescopic tower extending through
the apex of the pyramid consists
of two sections moving in rollerbearing guide rollers and arranged so that both sections can
be raised simultaneously by
means of the special cable hoist
apparatus.
The power for the mast is supplied by various electric motors
driven with the power generated
by an eight-cylinder gasoline en-
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gine mounted in a shed erected Alumni
on the base of the mast. The en(Continued from Page 15)
tire performance of the mast is
Herman Schlaman has taken a
controlled from a glass enclosed position with Anheuser-Busch
pilot house mounted on the pyra- Company of St. Louis.
mid frame.
Orville Dunning is
The mast is designed to
planning to take gradtravel around the curved tracks,
uate work at Brooklyn
towing the Akron, and ascend- Polytechnic Institute this year.
ing a 3 per cent grade against a
Paul Crane writes
40 mile per hour wind, at a speed
from Columbus, Ohio,
ranging down from 2 miles an
that he is "at home
hour to a bare movement. If
folks," and plans to
with
old
the
necessary the air brakes on the
work in Electrical Ensome
take
mast can be locked, thus holding
gineering at Ohio State. Mr.
the ship secure from exceptiongraduated from Rose as a
ally high winds. Electric sanding Crane
Mechanical
Engineer.
of the rails makes this possible.
Robert H. Aitken married Miss
Mary Crobs McCullough in LawrRear-Engined Automobile
enceville, September 17. For the
At the next New York City past six years Mr. Aitken has
automobile show there will be been with the Indian Refining
exhibited three models of the Company and Texaco Oil Commost revolutionary car since the pany and at present is aero engiintroduction of front wheel drive. neer of the Texaco Company. The
This car will be powered by an bride and groom are making their
engine located in the back instead home in Lawrenceville.
of the front.
Alexander Babillis was
married in 1928 to a
The car is not intended for
young lady of Pittsmass production but will be
strictly custom built. The body field, Mass., but the Technic was
design now contemplated is a not informed of the marriage unnew form of streamlining. Brief- til this month.
ly, this consists of a series of
Andrew J. Nehf was married
duraluminum "hoops" forming Sept. 4 to Caroline Anderson of
the body and these covered with a Flint, Michigan. They met when
metal skin. There is no chassis he was in R.O.T.C. camp at
frame and no propellor shafts or Battle Creek. Mr. Nehf may be
universal j°infs.
addressed at 1019 Morton Ave.,
The engine clutch and trans- Elgin, Ill.
mission are in one unit, and
Melburn Heinig, who is Junior
transmission, clutch and rear Chemist with the Forest Products
axle housing are also in one unit, Laboratories at Madison, Wis., is
in the same cast case. The engine registering for some advanced
is designed for eighty horsepower courses in the university.
and will drive the 146 inch wheelEldridge Allen and
base car at a speed well over 100
Joseph Sperotto are
miles per hour.
planning to take gradDue to the streamlined body uate work this year. Both of them
and the placing of the engine in will probably take their advanced
the back, the five passenger sedan work at Purdue, but Mr. Allen
will seat three people in front may decide to enroll at Indiana
and two in the back. In this seat- University.
ing arrangement the passengers
Sam Dibble has gone to Elizasit midway between the axles at bethtown, Ky., to take a position
the approximate center of oscilla- with the telephone company
tion thus giving greatest riding there.
comfort.
Harry Loving is taking
The car is estimated to sell in
a night course in bacthe upper medium price class and
teriology at Cincinnati
will be sold exclusively through University.
selected distributors.
(Continued on Page 22)
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Campus
Activities
Edited by John A. Ritter, m., '34
HE Rose Tech Radio Club
is starting off this year
with an unusual display of
enthusiasm. The many ideas
and projects instigated by the
last years president, Mr. Hay-nes,
are being carried to completion.
Many new suggestions have been
incorporated into this year's program and, as a result, an added
interest in the club's activities
has been aroused.
The club has had three regular
meetings and all of these were
well attended. Quite a few freshmen and sophomores were at the
last meeting and seemed to be
very much interested in the work.
At the first meetings for the
year, the officers of the club were
elected. They are as follows:—
Howard Stadermann
Pres.
Vice-Pres.....William Bachelor
Secy & Treas.....Russell Archer
Advisory Board—
Messrs. Haynes and Withers
The club's most important activity is the installation of its
short-wave radio transmitter and
receiver in the new club house
by the lake. Two pairs of wires
were placed in operation from the
radio room (down by the Electric
Lecture Room) to the club house.
This work is being done on Saturdays by interested members. The
wires will be used to control the
transmitter remotely from the
radio room, in order that "breakin" communication will be possible. The range of the radio
transmitter, under favorable con-
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ditions, will be practically un- Homecoming
limited: that is, it will be possible
With the wholehearted (?)
to establish communication with
stations in foreign countries. efforts of the freshmen, who
Both code and voice will be used. labored all afternoon of the day
Several members in the club this before the Homecoming game at
year are operators, including the the construction of a large bonpresident, Mr. Stadermann, who fire, a celebration stirred the
has had several years' experience downtown section of Terre Haute
the night of October 28th. After
in his own radio station.
everyone
Another feature in the year's the fire had been lit
some
gave
and
round
gathered
program will be the building of
doughand
Cider
cheers.
rousing
an interference detector receiver
which will detect and locate nuts, also furnished by the fres'nup
power interferences with radios man class, helped to bolster
of the crowd in genspirits
the
in the vicinity of Terre Haute.
In this way, the club will be per- eral. Then to top off the evening'
forming a very beneficial service a parade up and down Wabash
from Ninth to Fifth street and
to radio listeners
back again was staged. Stopping
Dr. Howlett and Messrs. every now and then to cheer and
Moench and Hunter will be speak- sing, led by several different,
ers at some of the future meet- cheer leaders, the mass of stuings. Outside speakers are also dents made the heart of the city
anticipated.
resound with their hilarity. At-,
Mr. Archer and Mr. Stader- a suggestion everyone dispersed
mann attended the Indiana State and assembled in front of the
Radio Convention and banquet Grand theater. There the manheld at Indianapolis. Several in- agement were forewarned and
teresting technical discussions the doors were locked. Seniors
were heard, and an inspection suggested that a collection be
trip was made to radio station taken up to pay for a glass
in one of the front doors in case
WFB M.
they had to resort to force to
By the way, the club is still gain entrance.
looking among the students for a
Instead, luckily, a back doc t•
steeplejack to climb the radio
was
found open and the mob
fasten
towers to paint them and
into the theater. Most
poured
Anyone
top.
the pulleys at the
squeezed through the
everyone
capable of doing this job will be
few unlucky ones were
a
but
door
on
given an honorary seat
the ushers had conafter
out
kept
top the mast. Come on, you flag
(Continued on Page 27)
pole sitters!
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Desert air zs wet
•

•

. by comparison!

Making telephone equipment presents many
an interesting problem to the engineers of Western
Electric—manufacturer for the Bell System.
A case in point is the drying of telephone cable
before putting on the protective lead sheath. This
step is of utmost importance, for the tiny copper
wires cannot carry your voice properly unless their
paper insulation is thoroughly dried. To this end,

Western Electric engineers devised special drying
ovens in which the air is thirty times dryer than
desert air!
The same ingenuity and thoroughness go into
every step of making cable, telephones, switchboards and many other kinds of telephone equipment. The dependable apparatus that results is
one reason why Bell System service is dependable.

BELL SYSTEM
A

NATION-WIDE
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Fraternities
ley, George Adams, Paul Cooper,
and P. A. Smith.
At an iniation
The chapter held its first open
held on Sunday, house of the year Friday, Oct 14,
Oct. 16th, the fol- and from the attendance it aplowing men were pears that Gamma Gamma will
initiated into have a good membership this year
Gamma Gamma regardless of the large number
chapter of Alpha of seniors that graduated last
Tau Omega: Frank Mansur, San- June. There has also been an
ta Ana, California ; Fred Wiles, open house planned for sometime
Struthers, Ohio, and Arthur near Thanksgiving.
Tuemler, Terre Haute. The chapAlpha Tau Omega is well repreter takes pleasure in announcing sented in advanced military
the initiation of these men.
course having Jim Skinner, Bus
At the regular school assembly McGurk, and Jack Keller as
of Thursday, Oct. 27, Brother Blair, "Pop" Morrison, Harry
Brown was pledged to Tau Beta members.
Pi. Jim has lead his class in
scholarship for two successive Sigma Nu
years. There were only two
B eta Upsilon
pledges in the class of 1934 this
Chapter of Sigma
year.
Nu looks with
Saturday, Oct. 9, the house was
pride upon the
decorated again for Homecoming.
cup presented by
the Student
The members of the fraternity
Council for the
welcomed back the following
having the best
House
Fraternity
alumni: Leonard Bruce, Claude
Homecoming
the
for
decorations
Nicholson, Hans M. F. Fischer, celebration. We feel that the cup
Robert Broadhurst, Carl Ehren- was well earned and we hope it
hardt, K. R. Garmong, Max will remain here for several
White, Ed. White, George Had- years to come.

Alpha Tau Omega
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Beta Upsilon also had a good
turnout of alumni for the Homecoming celebration. Those present
were H. S. Richardson, '00 ; R. L.
Biller, '21 ; C. Sweeney, '28; H.
Gehres, F. Byrne and J. Richardson,'31; O. Howson, R. Finfrock,
J. Hunter, F. DeWitt, F. Howard,
and F. Cotton, '32; M. Decker
and J. Byrne, '33.
Now that the football season is
over, a glance backwards over
the t e a m's accomplishments
shows that Sigma Nu was more
than well represented on the Rose
gridiron. There were eight men
on the football squad that were
representatives of our fraternity.
Seven of these men played in almost every game, and the other,
as this was his first year out,
played in two games. These men
are DeWitt and Bradfield, ends ;
Reinking and Detrick, backfield
men ; Landenberger, center ; McCullough, guard ; and Terhorst
and Richardson, tackles. Beta
Upsilon is proud of these men,
and we hope that they will continue to uphold the standard of
Sigma Nu.
(Continued on Page 26)
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SPORTS
Edited by Harry Richardson, m., '35
OSE won a hair-raising
game from Hanover by the
score of 7-6. The game was
played at Hanover, and
Hanover is an entirely different
team on its own grounds from
what it is away from home. The
aggregation played like demons,
and time and time again stopped
the Engineers on the five and ten
yard line.
Early in the first quarter a
pass, Razavich to Dailey, netted
Hanover a touchdown. This pass
was easily fifty yards in length,
and sailed far over the heads of
the Rose safety men into the
hands of Hanover's tall left end,
who raced fifteen yards for a
touchdown. The try for extra
point was wide of the goal posts.
Se ,reral times in the first half,
the Engineers were inside Hanover's ten yard line, but they did
not seem to have the pep to drive
those last ten yards. A pass,
Forte to Richardson, gave Rose a
first down on the Hanover one
yard line, but two successive
fumbles, coupled with the stiff
Hanover defense, put an end to
an almost assured touchdown. In
the closing minutes of the first
half Hanover fumbled behind its
own goal line while trying to
punt, and DeWitt recovered to
give Rose a touchdown. Richardson then kicked the ball high and
far between the goal posts for the
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extra point that proved itself to
be the margin of victory. The
half ended a few minutes later.
The second half was one of
those periods that gives a coach
all of his gray hair. The play
see-sawed back and forth in midfield with first one team having
the advantage, and then the other.
At the first of the fourth quarter, Hanover intercepted a pass to
stop a Rose threat, and then
rushed the ball from their ten to
thirty-five yard line. Here they
were forced to punt, and there
followed a punting duel between
Richardson and Razavich. Four
exchanges of punts found Hanover on their own nine yard line.
Late in the last quarter Hanover intercepted another Rose
pass and carried the ball to the
ten yard line before they were
stopped. The game ended with
Hanover filling the air with
passes in an effort to score.
Captain Gillett led his team on
the defense, and Hilgeman and
Detrick combined to give the best
offensive drive.
Lineup and summaries.
Hanover-6
Dailey
Gwin
Mann
Guenther
Stines
Becker
Anderson
Trersan
Fay

LE
LT
LG
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH

Rose-7
Gillett
Modesitt
Lowther
Landenberger
McCollough
Grogan
DeWitt
Richardson
Hilgeman

Razavich
RH
Reinking
FB
Meese
Detrick
Hanover
6000-6
Rose
0 7 0 0-7
Touchdown—Hanover, Dailey.
Rose, DeWitt.
Point after touchdown—Richardson.

Rose vs. Wabash
Rose lost its first game of the
season when the Engineers journeyed to Crawfordsville to play
the Wabash "Little Giants" The
final score was 13-7, and indicates
the great uphill fight put up by
the Rosemen against a much
heavier and superior team. Wabash is clearly out of the Rose
class, and the game was scheduled as an experiment. Wabash
never was inside of the Rose
thirty yard line as both of their
touchdowns were the results of
long gains.
In the first quarter Wabash
skirted around the Rose left end
for fifty-five yards and a touchdown. Their try for the extra
point was good, and the score at
the end of the first quarter was
7-0.
The ball was in midfield most
of the time during the second
quarter with neither team making
much headway There was no
further scoring in the first half.
In the third quarter, a pass,
Varner to Milam (substitute
end) gave Wabash another touchdown. Their try for the extra
Page 21

point was wide. Almost immediately afterwards, Rose receovered
a Wabash fumble on the Wabash
ten yard line. The Engineers
made five yards in two tries, and
then slickered the Wabash defense by tossing a flat pass on
third down for a touchdown.
Richardson's try for the extra
point was blocked.
Rose tried hard to make another touchdown, but the heavier
forward line of Wabash was too
much to move. The game ended
with the ball on the Rose thirty
yardi line in the possession of
Wabash.
Captain Gillett was injured in
the first quarter of this game,
and the Engineers had to play
the rest of the game minus the
services of their captain Lowther,
DeWitt and Richardson played
best for the Engineers.
Wabash-13
Rose-6
LE
Wiona
Gillett
LT
I. Powers
Morrison
Stierwalt
LG
Lowther
Landenberger
H. Powers
Reinhart
RG
McCollough
RT
Modesitt
Riker
RE
Hylton
Vinrott
QB
Richardson
S. Smith
Kuntz
LH
Creedon
RH
Forte
Varners
FB
Detrick
E. Peterson
7 0 6 0-13
Wabash
0 0 6 0— 6
Rose
Touchdowns—Wabash, Kuntz, Milam.
Rose, Hilgeman.
Point after touchdown— Wabash,
Smith.

Rose vs. Indiana State
Rose 0—Indiana State 6. That
was the final score of a game that
certainly was a heart-breaker for
the Engineers.
In the first half the Rose machine opened up with an offense
that ran right through the Normal defense The boys from downtown were played completely off
their feet, and the Engineers ran
over the field with the ball with
the exception of one spot ; the
Normal goal line. The only thing
that kept Normal in the game
the first half was the punting of
Mayfield, Normal halfback, who
was booting them for sixty and
seventy yards at a kick. The half
ended with the ball in the possession of Rose on the Normal ten
yard line.
The second half was entirely
different. Normal got a break
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when the kickoff went out of
bounds twice, and they received
the ball on the forty yard line
with first down and ten to go.
Then they marched down the
field over a seemingly listless
team for a touchdown and six
points. Normal did not threaten
after that, but once was enough,
for the lightweights of Rose
could not push aside the much
heavier Normal team to any great
extent.
Captain Gillett was
forced out of the game early in
the third quarter because of an
injured knee, and this did not
help the Rose cause in the least.
The playing after the Normal
touchdown was just about even,
but there were plenty of thrills to
keep the fans occupied.
The Engineers made nine first
downs to Normal's five. Captain
Gillett, Hilgeman, and Hufford
played best for the Engineers.
Lineup and summary:
Normal-6
Conrad
Dush
May
Williams
Plew
Zellers
Larkins
Ketchem
Mayfield
Witzke
Wey
Normal
Rose

Rose-0
Gillett
Morrison
Lowther
Cavanaugh
RG
McCollough
RT .. Modesitt
RE
DeWitt
QB
Richardson
LH
Hilgemtn
RH
Campbell
FB
Hufford
0060-6
0 0 0 0-0
Touchdown—Normal, Wey.
LE
LT
LG

Rose vs. Evansville
Rose lost their third game of
the year when they went down to
Evansville and lost to the purple
aces by a score of 7-0. The Engineers were never up to par during the entire contest, and Evansville, seeing their chance for a
victory, played a bang-up ball
game for Evansville.
Rose lost a probable chance at
a score when Richardson fumbled
on the Evansville thirty yard line.
Evansville made a first down on
the Rose one yard line in the
closing minutes of the first quarter, but were held for downs.
Hilgeman then punted out of
danger to midfield.
At the beginning of the second
quarter two passes put Evansville
on the Rose twenty yard line.
Richardson then had to leave the

game because of a foot injury,
and a minute later, Hylton received a dislocated shoulder and
was forced to leave the game,
also. A few minutes later Evansville scored a touchdown and
made the extra point by kick from
placement. The ball was in midfield for the rest of the half.
The Engineers opened the second half with an offensive drive
that fell short by twenty yards,
and Evansville kicked out of
danger. Rose spent the whole
half desperately trying to score,
but they seemed to be unable to
get their offense clicking, and
Evansville put up a strong defensive game which proved to be
quite a hindrance to the attempts
of the Engineers. At the end of
the game Creedon fumbled an
Evansville punt on his own three
yard line and Evansville recovered. When the gun sounded, the
ball was on the one foot line in
the possession of Evansville.
DeWitt played the best defensive game for the Engineers, and
Hilgeman displayed most of the
offensive punch.
Evansville-7
Rose-0
LE
McCutcheon
Bradfield
LT
Theby
Morrison
Banton
LG
Lowther
Brown
Landenberger
Englebrecht
RG
Hartmann
RT
Modesitt
Pemberton
RE
Hylton
Hostettler
QB
Saddler
Richardson
LH
Conners
Hilgeman
Cheathan
RH
Forte
Pfeffer
FB
Detrick
Evansville
0 7 0 0-7
Rose
0 0 0 0-0
Touchdown—Evansville, Cheatham.
Point after touchdown, Cheatham.

Alumni
(Continued from Page 17)

Mr. and Mrs. Allen G. Stimson
spent a few days in Terre Haute
the last of October. Mr. Stimson
was on his way to Iowa City to
attend the E. C. M. A. convention
there.
Henry Pfizenmayer has
a position with the
Indiana State Highway Commission at Oakland City.
Frederick, J. Bogardus, who
was awarded a fellowship to Yale,
is studying there this winter.
Frank P. Butler visited the
school a few days ago. He was on
his way to Texas.
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tion drum. The rise in tempera- maintain the temperature at "ti"
ture of the rim is dependent up- degrees F, then the rate of heat
(Continued from Page 15)
on the weight of the rim in lbs. loss can be approximately deternow Mrs. Berry V. Stoll, of Louis- and the specific heat of the metal mined since the laws governing
ville, Kentucky, and Virginia of which the rim is made.
heat loss from a body maintained
Hendon, a graduate of Bryn
at a given temperature are fairly
Let tr = temperature rise
Mawr College.
well known. By calculating the
P = Weight of rim, lbs.
Outside of business and home
rate of heat loss from a given deS = specific heat of metal vice, the rate of heat input relife, Mr. Speed's interest is largeof rim
ly centered in educational affairs.
quired to maintain the device at
The Louisville Collegiate School,
an even temperature "ti" bea private school accommodating then tr —
known, the two being
comes
(2)
PS
160 girls, founded by Mr. and
equal. From these figures, thereMrs. Speed in 1915, has since
Substituting equation (1) in fore, the allowable load in horsebeen enlarged through their gen- equation (2),
power for a clutch or a brake
erosity. It now occupies its own
becomes known and if the temWh
splendid fireproof building and
perature "ti" is the maximum
(3) allowable temperature, therefore
has a corps of teachers unexcelled then tr — 778.3 P S
in any girls' school of similar
the corresponding horsepower
Neglecting concurrent loss of load is the maximum that can be
size.
In addition, he is a director of heat, this gives the rise in tem- applied.
the University of Louisville, and perature of the brake rim
With continuously used clutchwith his sister, Mrs. Olive S. through absorbing "Wh" ft.-lbs. es and brakes where long appliSackett, wife of the United States of energy.
cations do not occur it is less
The specific heats of several of essential to
Ambassador to the German Redetermine the tempublic, has endowed the Speed the metals used for friction perature reached by the brake
Scientific School of the Univer- drums are as follows:
rim due to a single application
130
Cast iron
sity of Louisville, in memory of
than it is to provide sufficient
116
Cast steel
his father. Mr. Speed has also enarea to provide a rate of cooling
116
Rolled steel, mild
dowed one of the forty-eight
greater than the rate of heat
Rolled steel, high carbon. 117
State Chemical Fellowships at
generation. This therefore will
The
maximum permissible tem.University.
the Johns Hopkins
be the basis of the following
Professionally, he is a member perature considering good prac- analysis. Later the effect of
of the American Society of Chem- tice is 500° F for the best grades single long applications on the
ical Engineers and of the Engi- of asbestos friction lining used temperature of the rim will be
neers and Architects Club of on a cast iron or a steel drum. shown.
Louisville. He also belongs to If the air temperature is 70° F,
the Pendennis Club, Louisville then the permissible temperature
Country Club, Big Springs Golf rise is the difference or 430° F. Sufficient Cooling Area
Club, and Rock Creek Riding Transposing equation (2) to read
Important
Club, all of Louisville, Kentucky.
(4)
H =P S tr
The horsepower capacity per
then "H" is the amount of energy square inch of a clutch or a brake
Brake Design
in b.t.u. required to raise the has been designated as "M".
temperature of the rim "tr" de- This horsepower per square inch
(Continued from Page 6)
grees Fahrenheit.
converted into units of heat will
it
which
is
Let
lowered.
through
require the dissipation of "42.4
cera
that
be
it
assumed
Let
in
lbs.
weight
and
the
equal
"W"
"h" the distance in feet. Then the tain brake has been used to ab- M" b.t.u. per minute, a h.p. being
energy absorbed, neglecting fric- sorb "Wh" ft.-lbs. of energy and equal to 42.4 b.t.u. per minute.
tion, is "Wh" ft.-lbs. Since this that the temperature of the rim However a clutch or a brake is
energy is converted into heat, the has reached "ti" degrees F. It not used continuously, the usage
heat "H" which results expressed would be quite impossible accu- being quite intermittent, whereas
rately to calculate the time re- the dissipation of the generated
in British Thermal Units is:
quired for the brake rim to cool heat occurs continuously. The
Wh
back down to air temperature term "load factor" has been
(1)
--b .H t.u.
778.3
for the reason that the rate of chosen to indicate the portion of
cooling of a body losing both the time that the clutch or brake
(778.3 ft. lbs. 1 b.t.u.)
heat and temperature is rather is in continuous use. RepresentAlthough some of this heat is an inversely progressive oc- ing load factor by "q", then "q
lost directly into the air, let it be currence and the laws are M" = "N", the actual amount of
assumed for the present that it not well established. Assuming, horsepower per square inch being
all passes into the metal rim and however, that sufficient energy is converted into heat. Therefore
the supporting flange of the fric- continuously being absorbed to the actual amount of heat gen-

William S. Speed
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erated per minute per sq. in.
"Hg" is,

(ti—to) Ar•X•a=42.4 q M
Examples: Given load factor
42.4 q M
"q" = .25, horsepower per sq. in.
from which A —
(ti—to)X•a "1 "M" .25 and dissipation factor
Hg = 42.4 q M
(5)
"m" = .0085
The value for the rate of heat
.25 x .25
This amount of heat must be
- = 7.35 sq.
dissipation per sq. in. of radiat- then A.,= _
dissipated by radiation and con.0085
i n s. o f
ing area "(ti—to)X•a" varies bevection into the surrounding air
f ri ct io n
tween 0.15 b.t.u. per sq. in. per
and by conduction into the assosurface in
minute for friction drum temciated metallic parts having concontact.
200'
peratures to be kept within
tact with the friction drum and
Certain types of machinery,
F temperature difference to 0.36
from such parts passed into the
b.t.u. per minute for the tem- particularly hoisting engines, masurrounding air. The rate of
perature difference to be within terial hoists, derricks, etc., will
such transmission of heat away
have a load factor different from
400° F.
from the friction drum is a functhat of shovels. It may be higher
tion of the temperature differ- Units Changed
or lower but the principal difference, the exposed radiation area,
will be that the duration of
ence
In order to avoid unnecessary
a combined coefficient covering
the
application
of the brake will
radiation, convection and conduc- calculation, it is advantageous to be greater and the brake drum
tion per unit of exposed area and express the rate of heat dissipa- rim will be quite hot at the end
a factor for this coefficient de- tion per square inch in units of of the application of the brake.
pendent upon the temperature horsepower per sq. in. Repre- Also longer intervening periods
senting this value as "m",
difference.
will occur so that the rim can cool
(8) down quite a bit before the next
Let ti = temperature on fric(ti_to).x.a .h.p. per sq. application. In machinery used
tion drum surface.
in. of radi- for this kind of service, the rim
to = temperature of sur- then m42.4
ating area of the friction drum must be
rounding air.
(ti—to)= temperature differThe numerical values for large enough to absorb considerence.
"Cti—to)• X •a" given above ex- able heat as the rate of generaAr— area of radiating sur- pressed in terms of "m" are .0035 tion is greater than the rate of
face per sq. in. of and .0085 respectively.
dissipation.
friction surface in
Intermediate values are apcontact.
proximately as shown in the fol- Brakes for Long-continued
X = combined coefficient lowing table.
Service
for radiation, convectir
e
Temperature
tion and conduction
In designing brakes for maexpressed in terms of Difference (ti—to) X•a in h.p. chines such as hoisting engines,
British thermal units
etc., the assumption as for shovel100° F
.0014
.06
type excavators cannot be made
per minute, per
200
.0035
.15
that the service on the brake is
square inch of radia.0059
300
.25
approximately the same as the
tion surface per 1° F
.0085
400
.36
service on the clutch, inasmuch
temperature di ffe rEquation (3) therefore can be as the load factors will be difference.
written
ent. Customarily the brakes are
a = factor dependent upqM
much larger than the clutches,
on temperature difAr
(9) especially
on heavy duty hoists.
ference since rate of
No
comparative
data can be given
heat loss is not directValues of "q" for excavating
ly in proportion to machinery of the shovel type will here for the reason that this retemperature di ffe r- vary between .20 and .33.
lation will differ according to the
ence but is greater at
Radiation surface area for a required service.
The horsepower per square
higher than at lower drum will include all of the surtemperatures.
face of the rim not covered by inch absorbed by the brake will
Let"Hd"represent the the band and the solid part of the have to be determined in a difrate of heat dissipa- supporting web down to the cen- ferent manner. If "W" is the
tion per minute for ter line of the holes often placed maximum load in lbs. to be low"Ar" square inches of in the web for reducing the cast- ered, "h" the distance in feet and
radiating surface in ing weight. However if the holes "t1" is the time in minutes, then
b.t.u.
are not excessive in size more of the horsepower absorbed is
(6)
the
web can be counted in. InterAr•X•a
(ti—td)
Hd=
Then
W h
hp =
(10)
ior surfaces placed closely adja33000
V
dissipation
This rate of heat
cent to a solid web gear should
must be equal to or greater than not be figured as radiating surThe brake drum rim on a hoist
the rate of heat generation.
face unless air can circulate used for such service will be cold
at the start. At the end of the
freely through the space.
Hd
or
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the energy absorption has been
first application of the brake it
may be warm. During the rest
period it will cool off but will not
cool back to the original temperature. Due to the residual heat,
the temperature at the end of the
second application of the brake
will be higher than at the end of
the first application. Also the
temperature to which the rim
cools after the second rest period
will not be as low as after the
first rest period. With continued
use, the high temperature will
reach a maximum and if the period of operation is uniform and
the load constant, the high temperature will be the same after
each braking operation. Likewise the low temperature will be
the same after each rest period.
A certain mean temperature exists which would be the temperature reached by brake drum rim
if the braking operation was
continuous and at a rate equal
to the average energy absorption.
In using the formulas already
given this mean temperature has
been decided upon in working up
the design and in these formulas

ROSE
POLYTECHNIC
STUDENTS

Who Like to Save Money
Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties, Underwear and
Other Furnishings in Our
MEN'S SHOP!

Fi rst Floor—West Entrance

THE ROOT
STORE
The Rose Technic
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See HOOVER DAM

Such activities as pouring three-foot concrete circular walls by means of this fifty-foot mold which
travels on tracks, are all in the day's work at Hoover Dam site. See this spectacular engineering project in the making, enroute to or from Southern
California via Union Pacific's Overland Route.
Illustrated folder containing 30" x 17" panoramic
map of Hoover Dam area, on request. Address
W. S. Basinger, Passenger Traffic Manager,
Room 502, Union Pacific System, Omaha, Nebr.

UNION PACIFIC
THE HOOVER DAM ROUTE

considered as being at an average the heat lost for this time is
uniform rate. For practical pur- "H"'.
poses it can be assumed that the
(11)
heat loss is uniform over the
temperature range between high Then H'= (ti —to)
X•a •t1
temperature and low tempera(Ad=total radiating area, sq.
ture. The high temperature
ins.)
would therefore be as much
above the mean temperature as
(ti—to) X.a
the low temperature would be Since
m42.4
below the mean temperature and
the mean temperature would be Therefore H'= 42.4 m Ad.V (12)
the average temperature.
The heat generated is given by
Equation (3) can be modified equation (3)
to show the temperature variaWh
tion between high and low temH—
perature. Simultaneously with or
778.3
the absorption of heat by the
The difference between "H"
rim at a load factor of unity
and
"111" is the net heat "11."
there is also a loss of heat of the
added
to the brake rim during
rate "m" h.p. per square inch of
radiating surface. The difference the braking operation,
Wh
determines the increase of rim
or H,=
-42 4 m Ad tl (13)
temperature for the period of the
I 778.3
'
application of the brake.
The temperature rise "tr" is
given by equation (2)

Equation for Heat Lost
If "t1" is the time in minutes
or a fraction of a minute required
for the braking operation, then

or

tr
W

s
-

(14)

h — 33,000 m Ad ti
(15)
778.3 P S
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Example:
A certain hoisting engine is
used for a purpose requiring the
lowering of a 7500 lb. load. The
duty cycle takes 1.0 minute for
hoisting, 0.5 for lowering the load
and 0.3 minutes for loading and
unloading. The hoist height is
150 ft. The average temperature
rise to be permitted is 400° F. It
is desired to know if the brakes
are ample in size.
Drum dia. "d"=40"
Width of band "b"=3"
Extent of wrap "k"=.85

1,125,000 — 312,760
25,300
= 32° F.
The drum temperature should
vary between 384° F and 416° F
above air temperature.
Temperature calculations are
approximate at the best and
many factors are involved in the
more accurate figures. One should
be guided by actual installations
and the foregoing analysis should
be of help in making comparisions.

Therefore area of brake surface "A"=240 sq. ins.
= 1.0 min. Rose at Camp Custer
Hoist period
Lowering period = 0.5 min.
(Continued from Page 7)
Loading & unget a little sleep, but the poor
= 0.3 min.
loading
privates who had to walk their
posts didn't enjoy it so much.
= 1.8 min.
Duty cycle
The energy absorbed in lowering 7500 lbs. a distance of 150 ft.
in 0.5 minutes is 68 h.p. (equation 10). Since the entire duty
cycle is 1.8 minutes of which 0.5
minutes is taken for lowering
the load, therefore the load fac1.8 = .28. Since
tor "q" is 0.5
the energy absorption is 68 h.p.
on 240 sq. ins. of brake area, then
"M" is .283

Rivalry with Cavalry

There was plenty of rivalry
because of the fact that there was
a troop of R.O.T.C. cavalry just
back of the engineers' tents. As
the engineers have no more use
for the cavalry than the cavalry
has for them, you can readily
understand the situation. Sometimes you could hear two tents
full of cadets razz each other's
qM
units for hours at a time after
Therefore Ar
supper.
Although the engineers had
.28 x .283
only one hour of infantry drill a
.0085
day and the infantry companies
---=-- 9.3 sq. ins. of radi- spent the major part of their
ating area per time on this branch, the engineers
sq. in. of brake copped all the honors. On July 22,
area.
Major General Parker came to
area inspect the whole camp and the
radiating
required
The
therefore is 9.3 x 240 = 2230 sq. engineers were given an excellent
ins. Inspection of the drum rating by him. All of the comshows that this area can be panies put on some infantry drill
counted on for radiation and by platoons for Major General
therefore the temperature rise Parker and the engineer platoons
should be within 400° F. The were declared to be the best in
drum is of cast iron and has a the whole camp. The infantry was
calculated rim weight of about somewhat downhearted after be250 lbs. The temperature varia- ing beaten by the engineers at
tion then is calculated as follows: their own game.
tr-

W h — 33,000 m Ad•ti
778.3 P S
7500 x 150 — 33,000 x .0085
x 2230 x 0.5
778.3 x 250 x .130
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Amusement Plentiful
The cadets spent their evenings in various ways. Some
would go to Eagle Lake (on the
reservation) to swim, some to

Gull Lake or Goguac Lake to
dance or swim, some to the
Hostess House to write letters or
read, some would visit newly
found friends at camp or in Battle
bed. The only tough part about
the camp life was bed check,
which was held at 11:00 P. M.
Creek and others would go to
and it was just too bad if you
weren't there ; however, some
managed to take care of this in
various ways. Bed check was
rather a nuisance and made it
very inconvenient for some of
the type who craved diversion.
Dances were held at the Hostess House every Friday night
for the cadets, and the success of
these was due mainly to the
efforts of the hostess who arranged for the fair sex of Battle
Creek to come out for these
affairs.
Other types of entertainment
were the boxing and wrestling
tournaments held evenings on the
camp grounds. When an engineer
was scheduled for a bout, the detachment of U. S. Army engineers from Ft. Humphreys, West
Virginia, who were stationed at
Custer, all turned out in force
and cheered for the R. O. T. C.
engineers.
On the last night a formal
dance was held at the Battle
Creek Country Club for the three
chapters of Tau Nu Tau. The
dance marked the close of the
social life and was a pronounced
success, even though some of the
cadets had a great deal of trouble in finding a suitable partner
at the last minute.
Then after grabbing a few
hours sleep the cadets turned in
the rest of their equipment, received their pay, exchanged farewells with many a warm friend
before departing for their various homes. The camp was voted
a huge success and the summer
declared well spent, but all were
eager to enjoy a good night's
sleep and not have to worry abou'z,
nearing a w histle in their ears
before the sun was up.
Summarizing, it can be said
that camp was certainly an experience we shall never forget
and most of us enjoyed it so much
we would like to go back.
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Fraternities
(Continued from Page 20)

Tau Nu Tau
With the beginning
of the new school year
the T'au Nu Tau fraT, NI. T.
ternity has made a good
start by having a meet%.
ing every two weeks.
These meetings were
E S.$okYONS
held at the various fraternity houses. Besides
these meetings we have a gettogether luncheon every Friday noon in the cafeteria at the
dormitory where we all enjoy a
good meal and at the time time
talk over the mistakes made by
the other fellow that day.
Although we have had the misfortune to lose one member for
the year, James Hughes, we have
with us again this year a former
member, Ewing Farrington.
At the present time plans are
under way for the Fifth Annual
Military Ball to be given at the
Country Club of Terre Haute
about December 15th. The price
of the dance will be $3.00 plus
tax for outsiders and student
tickets for $2.50 plus tax. A dinner will be held before the dance
for Tau Nu Tau members and
friends and all others that care
to.
The officers for the year are:
Paul Carter, President; John
Dalrymple, Vice President; William Bachelor, Secretary ; and
Merrill Bradfield, Treasurer.
AM
!WM liCtIttr-A
J

Theta Xi
An open house
was held October
15th. The active
chapter was out
in full force and
several alumni
were present to
enjoy an evening
of dancing and bridge. Social
Chairman Richmond states that
he has plans for an even more
elaborate open house in the near
future
At the recent elections of class
officers and club officers the following T.X. men were elected:
Carl Price, Pres. of Sophomore
The Rose Technic

class ; Kyle Miller, Pres. of Camera Club ; Ed. Withers, Pres. of
Rifle Club.

Campus Activities

P. J. Ryan Sons

(Continued from Page 18)

centrated their efforts. During
the show the behavior of the celebrators was passable until pictures of the presidential candidates were shown and then the
roof was raised with indiscriminate boos and cheers. After
seeing the completed show the
boys adjourned to the Indiana
theater and there crashed tise
gate for the second time that
night. After being warned by the
law when they came out that
such conduct on the following
night would not be countenanced,
the various men welnded their
way home (or elsewhere) confident that they had left an impression on Terre Haute that
would draw a crowd the next day
to the big homecoming football
game.
Early the next day all the fraternity houses and the dormitory
were appropriately decorated. A
cup donated by th estudent council was presented to the Sigma
Nu, fraternity by Professor
Hutchins for having the best
decorated house.
That night after the victorious
football game a dance, sponsored
by the senior class, was held at
the Trianon Ballroom Almost
everyone turned out to put a
finishing touch to a good homecoming celebration that from all
views could be considered highly
successful.

Rifle Club
The Rifle Club held the first
meeting of the year during the
first part of the military drill
period on Friday, Oct. 14, and
elected the following officers for
the first semester: Mr. Withers,
president; Mr. Batman, vicepresident; Mr. Massa, secretary
and treasurer. President Withers
gave a short speech upon the
purpose of the club and its functions during the school year.
The Rose Rifle Club was organized in 1914 and soon after

Funeral
Home
Ambulances

Crawford 5001

Your Yell Is

•

•

Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Gears!

OM IS

•

•

•

Suits, acoats, Hats and
Furnishings!
If you want to win in the game of
life, you've got to keep well-dressed.
It isn't necessary to pay a premium
to get 1932 Fall style in the clothes
you wear. Come to Carl Wolf's
and learn the secret of how to
dress well and keep the overhead
down.

Quality with Economy

CARL WOLF
631 Wabash Ave.

(Continued on Page 29.)
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Spontaneous
Effervescence
Edited by Joseph H. DeWitt, e.,'35
Will: "So you have broken off
your engagement with Mary
Jane?"
Bill: "Yes, the girl was too extravagant. Why, she spent over a
thousand dollars a year with the
dressmaker."
Will: "Then I suppose you will
remain a bachelor?"
Bill: "Not at all. I am going
to marry the dressmaker."

There is a new cough medicine
on the market called EATOLAX
Two hours after taking three
teaspoonsfuls you don't dare
cough.

Prof. McCormick: "I hear you
are going abroad."
Kresin: "Yes. Travel is an
education."
Prof. McCormick: "Then I
would advise you to take a trip
around the world."

Wife (to husband sick in bed):
"Darling, I'm just writing to
mother—how do you spell cemetery, with an S or a C?"
—London Bystander.

"Agatha has the most exaggerated ideas of her abilities."
"Why so," asked Mary.
"Her mother wrote me that
she had double pneumonia and
was in bed with three do:...tors."
—Rice Owl.
An old maid went to have her
picture taken and the photographer noticed her tying a piece
of clothes line around the bottom
of her skirt.
"What's the idea of that?" he
asked. "I can't take your picture
that way."
"You can't fool me, young
man," said the old girl. "I know
you can see me upside down in
the camera."
Foulkes: "Do you know there
are only two things that prevent
her from becoming a good dancer ?"
Phelps: "Indeed. And what are
they ?"
Foulkes: "Her feet."
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Jo's Dad: "I don't want my
daughter to spend her life with
an idiot."
Gillette: "Well then, why don't
you let her get married?"

Son: "Ma, what's the idea of
making me sleep up here every
night?"
Mother: "Hush, Bobby, you
only have to sleep on the mantlepiece two more weeks and then
your picture will be in a BelieveIt-or-Not Cartoon."
Colgate Banter.
n
SOUSLEY'S EXPONENTIAL
IJOCTOR
CAKE
Ingredients
One second degree differential
equation.
Two log cosines.
Four unnatural tangents.
Discouraged logarithms (about
two cupfuls).
Solution
Place the ingredients in a dish
of infinity and integrate until
they boil freely. Cool slowly by
differentiation in an atmosphere
of HCN. Shake until the asymptote reaches a focal point. Press
between the dihedral angle and
dy/dx until the gravitational constant becomes equal to the modulus of elasticity.

FOOTBALL DRAMMER
Scene: A locker-room before a
crucial game. A reporter approaches the coach of one of the
teams.
Reporter: "How about a pregame statement, Coach?"
Coach: "Well, you can say that
we have nothing but the greatest
of respect for our honorable opponents, that we have enjoyed
the pleasantest of relations with
them in the past and that we are
sure that today will mark a continuation of the fine brand of
sportsmanship which the teams
have always displayed. Also
(Enter one of the players)
Player: "Pardon me coach, but
was that White or Smith that
you wanted me to smear out of
the game on the first play ?"
Curtain (For the player).
—Notre Dame Juggler.
Modern competition seems to
be forcing some of our public
utility corporations to proffer unusual services to their customers.
To call attention to these special
services, telegraph companies
often use little stickers on the
corners of their delivered messages.
The story is current that a
father, nervously waiting at his
office for the news that both
worries and thrills, received the
following message: Charlotte
Gave Birth to Baby Girl this
Morning Stop Baby and Mother
Both Well and Happy.
On the corner of the envelope
containing the message was this
label "When you want a boy, ring
Western Union."
—Auburn Engineer.
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Campus Activities
(Continued from Page 27)

tional Rifle Association of America. As the interest grew the
school team competed in matches,
and now enters several, among
which are the National Hearst
Match, the National Society of
Military Engineers Match, and
the Fifth Area Intercollegiate
Match. It has competed during
one season with as many as fiftyseven colleges and universities.
At the end of the year, several
awards are presented to those
who have qualified for them according to the rules, such as
medals, badges, sports letters,
and honor points. Besides these
awards which the school offers,
there are several national awards
for which all members are eligible to contend.

Year Books

Foulkes Bros.
Annuals

11 North 6th St.

Programs

Freitag-Weinhardt
Hardware Supplies

Broadsides
30-32 No. Sixth St.

Streamers
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C-2394

Silverstein Bros
Complete Home Otufitters
526-528 Wabash Ave.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.

A.S.M.E.
This organization held a short
became affiliated with the Nameeting the past month to give
opportunity to the students desiring to enter into the new program
offered to apply for membership.
The method of payment of dues
was discussed, and it was finally
decided to leave this up to the
student himself. Unless the applications for membership were
turned in and paid up early, the
first issue of the magazine publication of the A.S.M.E. would be
forfeited. A program committee
was appointed and instructed as
to the kind and quality of pro gram which would be desired for
the coming meetings. It was decided also that the club would
take several interesting inspection trips to local factories.
During the first weeks of October, elections of class officers
were held. The senior class
officers are: president, Mr. Heidenreich ; vice-president, Mr. Bradfield ; secretary-treasurer, Mr.
Cantwell ; athletic representatives, Mr. Hylton and Mr. Weinbrecht. The juniors have elected
the following men: president, Mr.
Yates; vice-president, Mr. McGurk ; secretary-treasurer, Mr.
Ritter ; athletic representatives,
Mr. Foulkes and Mr. Creedon.
Sophomore class officers are :
president, Mr. Price ; vice-presi-

Neckwear, Gloves, Hosiery,
Leather Novelties,
Men's Wear

A ROSE BOOSTER

Rapid
Accurate
Execution
of Your

Compton, the Cleaner
Incorporated
21 No. fith St.

C-1506

Rose Polytechnic
Book Store

Printing
Needs

Slide Rules and Drawing
Instruments

HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.

Moore Langen
PRINTING
& PUBLISHING CO.
140 No. 6th Street

Terre Haute, Indiana
Phone C-6037

TRIANON
Dancing every
Wednesday, Saturday, and
Sunday night
29th & Wabash Ave.
Buick, Cadillac, Oldsmobile,
and Pontiac Service.

Terre Haute Auto
Co.
C-2321

1500 Wabash Ave.
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dent, Mr. Hall ; secretary-treasurer, Mr. Welsh ; athletic representatives, Mr. Hartman and Mr.
H. H. Richardson. Officers of the
freshman class are: president,
Mr. Pearson ; vice-president, Mr.
Laughlin ; secretary-treasurer,
Mr. Walhen ; athletic representatives, Mr. Hufford and Mr.
Modesitt.

Dormitory
The week before the homecoming football game the Dormitory Association held a short
meeting to make plans for decorations of the dormitory. A committee of Mr. Ketchum, Mr.
Farrington, Mr. Batman, Mr.
Engle, and Mr. Pearson was appointed to supervise the work.
An assessment was taken up to
cover the cost of materials. Also
a program committee was appointed with Mr. Sipple, chairman, and Mr. I3atman. Short programs are to be arranged for
presentation to the Association
during the coming school year.

A.I.E.E.
The Rose Student branch of
the A.I.E.E. held its first meeting
on October 3rd at which future
plans of the organization were

+

to Mr. Clyde Bennett, well known
teacher of voice in Terre Haute.
His services have been procurred
for two evenings each week, and
the club will meet under his direction in the future at 8:30 o'clock
on Monday night and at 6:30
o'clock on Thursday night at the
First Congregational Church on
Ohio Street.
Mr. Bennett took over the club
on the 24th of October and all the
members, including two new
members, Chester Cromwell and
Edwin Withers, reported for instruction.
At assembly on Oct. 27, Mr.
Bennett spoke upon the benefits
of such work as the Glee Club was
doing in order to arouse more enthusiasm and increase the number
of men participating.

Camera Club

At the first meeting of the
Camera Club new business was
taken up concerning the activities for the coming year. Several
new pieces of equipment for the
Glee Club
dark room are to be purchased
Up until the latter part of from the fund. During the month
October, the Glee Club had failed the members are to enter pictures
to function due to the contem- in a contest and at the end of
plated change in the professional the month the best picture from
instructor. After due delibera- all viewpoints is to be chosen by
tion, the work was turned over judges from town.

The Red Cross—Join!

To the colleges of the country
the Red Cross looks for its
trained leadership. The real importance of enrolling college students as members is not merely
to obtain memberships from
among a particular group but to
spread a knowledge of the aims
and objects of the Red Cross and
to arouse the lasting interest of
the young men and women who
are soon to become actors in the
public life of their communities.
In those communities which
face unemployment problems, the
local Red Cross Chapter is either
the center of relief or is a leading
agency in the relief organization.
By act of Congress, the Red
Cross has charge of the distribution of a total of eighty-five mil-
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discussed. Professor Knipmeyer
reviewed the past work and spoke
on the advantages which the
membership of the club afforded
for its members. Student programs are to be presented at most
of the meetings and to arrange
for suitable material a program
committee consisting of Mr.
Brown, chairman, Mr. Stadermann, Mr. Philips, and Mr.
Bachelor was appointed by Mr.
Dalrymple.
Professor Knipmeyer is the
counsellor and in the past year
was chairman of a board supervising the branch organizations
in five states. The seniors are
the real members although the
junior electricals are included in
the programs. Each year the
three branch organizations of
Illinois University, Purdue, and
Rose hold a group meeting or
convention at which matters of
interest to all are discussed. This
year the meeting is to be held at
Purdue.

lion bushels of government wheat
to the needy, handling its conversion into flour and its shipping
and distribution. Again by federal
law, it has added cotton to the
milling business to satisfy clothing needs of the people in want.
During the year the Red Cross
responded to the call of 62 disasters. Chief among these was -the
$2,266,000 relief program in six
of the Northwestern States, giving aid to 266,000 sufferers. The
Red Cross also handled the relief
and rehabilitation of 2,906 families suffering from the March
tornadoes in Alabama, Georgia,
Tennessee and Kentucky. Altogether, the Red Cross expended
$3,597,000 in administering to
the needs of 77,500 families who

suffered from natural calamities.
In the relief of the unemployed,
particularly in the mining areas
and industrial communities, the
Red Cross gave free seed for
vegetable gardens to 300,000
families.
In considering this relief work,
one should not lose sight of the
steady service given by the Red
Cross in other lines Among these
services is the teaching of first
aid and life-saving, which has
been given at many colleges over
the country as supplemental to
athletic work
Let it be remembered that the
Red Cross annual Roll Call opens
on Armistice Day, November 11,
and ends on Thanksgiving Day,
November 24.
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INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS
Demands Technically Trained Men for Leaders

CUT

COURTESY

THE

ROTARIAN

Rose Polytechnic Institute
"A College of Engineering"
Terre Haute

»

»

Indiana

A Century

of Rail
Transportation

RACE between the horse and the
locomotive has started. The De
Witt Clinton, that awesome "iron
horse,- is puffing and plodding away
from Albany to Schenectady at the
high rate of 22 miles per hour. The
snorting monster, showering sparks
and smoke all over its passengers,
frightens cattle and farmers' horses all along the way. The De Witt Clinton arrives in
Schenectady, having covered the seventeen miles from Albany in 46 minutes. Trailing
behind, seven horse-drawn coaches arrive a half-hour later. The horse has met its
first reverse.
To-day, more than a century later, we see a mighty 260-ton General Electric locomotive
of the Great Northern Railway as it emerges from the scenic west portal of the 8-mile
Cascade tunnel in Washington. What a contrast to the quaint De Witt Clinton! This
modern 3000-horsepower locomotive smoothly and swiftly pulls a thousand-ton train
over the many grades of the Great Northern route.

A

Progress such as this is only one example of the modern developments by General Electric—accomplishment for which college-trained engineers are largely responsible. They
are leading the way to even greater developments in the future and are maintaining the
leadership of General Electric in the electrical industry.

ENERAL

ELECTRI9

